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The Calm Before is Matt Elliott’s seventh album under his own name. Matt has once 
again requested producer David Chalmin and the musicians appearing on his previous 
record, the more optimistic Only Myocardial Infarction Can Break Your Heart (2013), to 
deliver six new masterpiece songs following the "A Beginning" intro. 
 
While one could consider these new songs are a logical continuum to his previous re-
cords, a deeper listen reveals a strong work of both the musical and lyrical content, sho-
wing once and for all what Matt Elliott's art is about. Folk guitar virtuosity playing influen-
ced by mediterranean countries as well as eastern Europe countries, songs starting from 
whispered melodies to full noisy storms, his deep and strong voice reaching another sin-
ging level, and his tendency to avoid any well known way of making the music, writing 
epic anthems. 
 
But one should also consider Matt's poetry as an art on its own. We tried to ask him to 
develop the themes of these new songs, but Matt hates talking about his lyrics, preferring 
to leave the meanings of the songs open to interpretation. But we took everyone and 
everything Matt loves and put them in a room and threatened it with fire until he actually 
told us what the hell the songs on "The Calm Before" are about. Here's the result : "'The 
Calm Before' is obviously a reference to the expression 'The calm before the storm'. The 
song itself is about those points in life when a storm arrives, be it a circumstance or a 
person & the mix of feelings, turbulence, trouble that comes with it but a storm also 
brings something, it clears the air & can push you into a new situation." 
 
Matt Elliott delivers with "The Calm Before" another masterpiece, adding a precious stone 
in his path through contemporary folk music. 
 


